
VILLAGE OF PLAIN CITY 

DESIGN REVIEW BOARD 

AGENDA 

September 30, 2020 

6:30 PM VIA Videoconference 

 

MEMBERS 

John Rucker – Tim Dawson – Christine Iman – Annabelle Tuller – Steve Rice – Ron Winn – 

Todd Boyer 

 

CALL TO ORDER: 

ROLL CALL: 

 Mr. Rucker  Mr. Dawson  Ms. Iman  Ms. Tuller  Mr. Rice  Mr. Winn  Mr. Boyer 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES: 

• June 2, 2020 Meeting Minutes 

• July 22, 2020 Meeting Minutes 

• August 5, 2020 Meeting Minutes 

COMMUNICATIONS: 

• Zoning (Taylor Brill) 

PUBLIC COMMENT: 

NEW BUSINESS: 

• DRB-2020-0013- 132 N Chillicothe Street- Certificate of Appropriateness to install a 

privacy fence around the cooler behind the building.  

• DRB-2020-0014- 138 W Main Street-Certificate of Appropriateness to change the 

orientation of the existing exterior stairs. 

• DRB-2020-0015- 138 W Main Street-Certificate of Appropriateness to remove the stone 

on the front façade. 

• DRB-2020-0016- 138 W Main Street-Certificate of Appropriateness to install a privacy 

fence around and roof over the smoker grill. 

• DRB-2020-0017-221 S Chillicothe Street-Certificate of Appropriateness to replace the 

two front windows. 

ADJOURN: 
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Call to Order: Mr. Boyer called the meeting to order at 6:35 pm.  

 

Members Present: John Rucker - Tim Dawson - Christine Iman - Annabelle Tuller - Steve Rice 

- Todd Boyer – (Ron Winn Absent) 

 

Staff Present: Nathan Cahall (Village Administrator)  

 

Visitors: 

 

Communications: 

- Zoning (Nathan Cahall): Communicated to the board that the Village’s new zoning 

inspector is now on-board.  Her name is Taylor Brill and she will be staffing the board in 

the future.  

- Recusal: Mr. Dawson acknowledged that he would be recusing himself from voting on 

the next two applications since he was the applicant before the board. 

 

Old Business: 

- Case # 2020-0001 - 138 W. Main Street - Request to Replace Outdoor Patio Fence 

- Mr. Cahall provided a brief overview of the current status of the application since 

it was tabled by the board, at its last meeting.  The applicant submitted revised 

information regarding the replacement fence being proposed.   

- Mr. Dawson (applicant) proceeded to provide the board with an overview of the 

revised proposal and how the fencing design had been modified in accordance 

with the board guidance at the last meeting.   

- The chairman then opened the hearing to public comment.  Mr. Eric Medici 

identified himself to the board and provided comment.  Mr. Medici expressed his 

view that the fencing’s design was not historical in nature and did not adhere to 

the standards of design in the Uptown district.   

- Inna Medici addressed the board next after identifying herself.  She expressed 

concerns over the fence’s installation and its impact on pedestrian travel along 

the public sidewalk in front of the establishment.   

- At approximately 7:00pm, the chair closed the public hearing and opened the 

floor for board discussion and questions.  The board discussed the right-of-way 

line’s location in relation to the fencing and the provision to adequate pedestrian  

travel way.  Although related to a previous application to expand the fenced area 

into the right-of-way with corresponding extensions of the sidewalk system into 

Main Street, the board clarified that the application in question simply replaces 

the fencing in its current location.   
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- Mr. Rice moved to approve the application with the conditions suggested by staff 

in the staff report.  Seconded by Mr. Iman.  Roll call vote was taken.  Motion 

passed 4 to 1 with Ms. Tuller voting no and Mr. Dawson abstaining. 

- Case # 2020-0002 - 138 W. Main Street - Request to Make Certain Exterior 

Window/Door Changes 

- Mr. Cahall provided the board with an overview of the application and an update 

on the revised exhibits provided by the applicant.  The applicant then provided 

further input on the revised application. 

- The chairman then opened the hearing for public comment and questions.  Eric 

Medici identified himself and addressed the board on the application.  He 

communicated that he did not feel that the proposal met the design guidelines for 

the district and urged the board to deny the application. 

- The chairman then closed the hearing after hearing that no one else wished to 

address the board on the matter and open the floor for discussion and questions 

by the board. 

- The board then deliberated making various comments.  The chairman discussed 

the side window shown in the revised exhibit along the eastern side of the 

building façade. Discussion ensued about needing the window to match the size 

and scale of the man door to the west side of the façade and leaving the knee 

wall feature in place on the east side.   

- Mr. Rice moved to approve the application with the condition that permit approval 

be given by staff after verifying a revision to the side window’s design, in 

accordance with the board’s discussions.  Seconded by Mr. Rucker.  Motion 

passed 5 to 0 with Mr. Dawson abstaining.    

 

 

ADJOURN:  

Mr. Rucker motioned to adjourn at 7:50 pm. Ms. Tuller seconded.  
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Design Review Board 

July 22, 2020 

6:30 pm Via Zoom 

 

Call to Order: Mr. Boyer called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm.  

 

Members Present: John Rucker - Tim Dawson - Christine Iman - Annabelle Tuller (Not 

Present) - Steve Rice (Not Present) - Todd Boyer – Ron Winn 

 

Staff Present: Nathan Cahall (Village Administrator)  

 

Visitors: Tim Dawson; B. Adams; Bill Pizzino; Eric Medici 

 

Communications: 

- Zoning (Taylor Brill): Next DRB meeting is on Aug 5 via Zoom. Two applications 

will be presented.   

- Recusal: Mr. Dawson acknowledged that he would be recusing himself from 

voting on Case # 2020-0006 because it is his application. Mr. Winn also will be 

recusing himself from voting for conflict of interest on Case #2020-0006.  

 

New Business:  

− Case Number 2020-0006- 132 N. Chillicothe Street- Request to bring back the 

storefront even in front of building to replace doors and windows on the 1st floor 

to the original design, to replace brown metal with black metal on the back of the 

building, and add 2 garage doors to the back of the building.  

• Ms. Brill gives a brief overview of case # 2020-0006. The applicant made it 

clear to staff that the building was in a severe state of disrepair as the 

foundation was crumbling and need to be remediated immediately to 

stabilize the building. As this was deemed an unsafe or dangerous 

condition, the applicant pursued the actions to improve the condition of the 

building. The applicant received fast track approval for the colors Tricorn 

Black and Colonial Revival Gray as they are on the approved color pallet 

list. As the board will recall, the subject establishment garnered the 

approval of new windows to be installed on the second story back in April. 

Staff recommends approving case number 2020-0006.  Ms. Brill gives Mr. 

Dawson the floor to state his case for the application in question.  

• Mr. Dawson (applicant) proceeded to provide the board with an overview 

of his request to bring back the storefront even in front of the building, to 

replace doors and windows on the 1st floor to its original design, to replace 

brown metal with black metal on the back of the building, and add 2 



garage doors to the back. Mr. Dawson provides historical pictures of the 

building on how it looks at its original state. Mr. Dawson states his plan on 

how to bring back the historic look of the building and the materials he will 

be using. In many of the items, he is replacing or trying to restore it will be 

in wood materials due to cost efficiency. Mr. Dawson hires Mr. Ivan 

Beachy to do all the woodwork needed for this design. Everything below 

the second story windows will be replaced with ash wood and glass. 

Everything on the second floor will remain in tin as it currently is. The 

second floor has the box T-1-11 on the top because the cornice detail that  

matched the neighboring building was removed prior and are no longer 

there. To have those recreated the applicant could not afford to do so. All 

the doors will be restored to double door with glass and wood at the 

bottom (drawings provided in packet). The back of the building will remain 

metal siding as it currently stands, but painted black to match the rest of 

the building.  

• The chairman then opened the hearing to public comment at 7:13 pm.  Mr. 

Eric Medici identified himself to the board and provided comments.  Mr. 

Medici expressed his view that some of the drawings provided did not 

provide a design showing the ledge between the first and second floors. 

Mr. Medici stated he didn’t see it on any of the current design views. Mr. 

Dawson responds that there will be a small ledge roughly about 4-8 

inches. Mr. Medici shares a photo to the board showing the ledge and 

corner detail. The picture was taken the day the mayor's son was 

removing all the metal on the building. Mr. Medici expresses to Mr. 

Dawson if there was any way he could recreate the corner detail as shown 

in the picture, maybe with ash wood. Mr. Medici state on Mr. Dawson’s 

architectural rendering pictures that Mr. Dawson provided show a chevron 

detail but would like to see the original design. Mr. Dawson state that the 

architectural rendering pictures that show the detail design is incorrect, 

that computer model design was done by a student. The actual drawing 

design that is provided to the board is what the building will look like. Mr. 

Medici final comments were, he is disappointed that the detailed design 

will not be replaced and also stated that if the applicant submits 

documentation to the board then that’s what they are voting on because 

the documentation in this application is casing misleading information it 

can confusion on the final decision.  He also disagrees with the color black 

for the main color.  

• Mr. Rucker agrees with Mr. Medici regarding the color pallet. He stated 

that when the Design Review Board passed the color pallet but thinks that 

at a future meeting the board needs to revisit the pallet to designate base 
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colors and trim colors. He believes that black was more suited for a trim 

color, rather than a base color. Given the standards as they are written 

now it can be used as either.   

• The chairman closed the public hearing comment at 7:25 pm opened the 

floor for board discussion and questions. The board then deliberated 

making various comments/questions.   

• Mr. Rucker agreed with Mr. Medici that it would be nice to see some of the 

detail work preserved because that was a tremendous loss. The 

economics of restoring this have to be considered as well but, it would be 

a great thing if it could be brought back. 

• Ms. Iman asks why were repairs done to building prior coming to the 

board, was because of environmental change? The applicant referred the 

question to the Village Administrator. Mr. Cahall state that before Mr. 

Dawson taking ownership the building/ property had major structural 

issues. Mr. Dawson has been working with the county/city officials to 

make sure the building is up to code and that is safe everyone involves as 

well as for the community. These repairs were done as an emergency.  

• Mr. Boyer had some concerns regarding the clarification of certain items. 

Chairman believes that to proceed with the application the following items 

to need clearer to the board. 

o Garage Doors- the actual location on the backside and dimension. 

(clearer picture), rear elevation 

o Walk-in cooler screening 

o A clearer floorplan: dimensions, cut-sheet, single or double doors 

o Window, column, and other detail on the exterior of the building 

o Rethinking the color- may be choosing a different color other black 

o Project cost estimate 

• Mr. Dawson is not prepared to turn in architectural drawing and feels like 

some of the request that was requested, is more of architectural drawings. 

Mr. Dawson believes that he was at the meeting for a Concept drawing 

turn in. He has provided Mr. Beachy design for the store in-front. Mr. 

Dawson insisted that Mr. Beachy drawing of the storefront will be the 

same from drawing to reality. He is concerned about the cost of the project 

if the board asks him to recreate some of the design it might put a financial 

strain that Mr. Dawson would not be able to afford.  

• Several of the board members feel to approve or disapprove of the 

application, they need to know what exactly they are approving. They feel 

that the design shown tonight gives a concept of what it will look rather 

then what will look like. Mr. Dawson mentions the building adjacent to his, 

that their design is of a more modern then it is historically. The applicant's 



goal is to bring back his building to its original state with a cost-effective 

approach, rather than give it a modern look. He feels that the owner of the 

building did not follow the DRB regulation.  

• Mr. Dawson expresses how disappointed he feels and believes that the 

board is treating him unfairly regarding requesting additional information. 

Mr. Dawson believes he has done everything he could to provide the 

Design Review Board and the Village of Plain City on all the 

documentation needed for his application to be approved.  

• The majority of the board members did not feel comfortable to make a 

motion. Mr. Rucker motioned to table case# 2020-0006. Ms. Inman 

seconds the motion. Three votes Yes, two not present (A. Tuller and S. 

Rice) Two are recusing (T. Dawson and R. Winn). Motion carries 

• Chairman states that the motion was tabled due to needing more details 

regarding: 

o The locations of the garage doors to the rear 

o Drawing of the rear elevation 

o Screening for the walk-in cooler and its relationship to the façade 

o Clarification on whether the doors will be single doors or double 

o Mr. Boyer wanted to see the dental detail and the cornice detail 

brought back but is willing to discuss feasibility at the next meeting  

o Mr. Rucker suggest providing a cost estimate for the work 

o Cut sheets for the 1st story windows 

o Reconsider modifying the pre-approved colors 

o Ms. Iman wants drawing depicting inaccurate detail to be removed 

from the packet 

•  Mr. Rucker asked Ms. Brill to look into the certificate of appropriateness 

granted to the building adjacent (120-124 N Chillicothe) 

Discussion: 

− Masonic Lodge: Mr. Rucker gave a brief description regarding the redoing of 

stucco and going to repaint the Masonic Lodge. He states the Masonic Lodge 

would like to refreshed what is already existing, in doing repaint the mural on the 

side and repaint with the same base color. Mr. Rucker believes this does not 

need a Design Review Board to approve, as it is not a significant change, just 

would like to notify the board of the work. The committee has no issues regarding 

the updating (refreshing) of the Masonic Lodge.  

 

ADJOURN:  

− Mr. Rucker motioned to adjourn at 8:20 pm. Ms. Iman seconded. Three votes 

Meeting adjourned  



Design Review Board 

Aug 5, 2020 

6:30 pm Via Zoom 

 

Call to Order: Mr. Boyer called the meeting to order at 6:34 pm.  

 

Members Present: John Rucker, Tim Dawson, Christine Iman, Todd Boyer, and Ron 

Winn.   

 

Members Not Present: Steve Rice and Annabelle Tuller    

 

Visitors: Bryan Adams, Kayleen Petrovia, Frank Reed; Eric Medici, and Eli & Trisha 

Beachy.   

 

Solicitor: Douglas Hothus attended the meeting in Paul Lafayette’s absence.   

 

Communications: 

- Zoning Administrator (Taylor Brill): The next scheduled DRB meeting is for 

Augsut 26 via Zoom.  One potential applicant is on the agenda.   

- Mr. Dawson recused himself from the vote for Case # 2020-0006 because the 

application pertains to a property he owns.   

 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS: 

- Case Number 2020-0006- 132 N. Chillicothe Street- Request to bring back the 

front facades of the building, to replace doors and windows on the 1st floor to the 

original design, to replace brown metal with black metal on the back of the 

building, and add 2 garage doors to the back of the building.  

• Ms. Brill gave a summary of case number 2020-0006. Ms. Brill sent an 

updated packet to the board with the original application that was 

submitted in the previously.  Mr. Boyer asked for confirmation if  Exhibits B 

& C are replacing the previously submitted exhibits.   

• Mr. Dawson confirmed the new exhibits B & C are the new updated 

drawings provided by Ivan Beachy.   Mr. Dawson went through the list of 

items the board requested previously.  He referenced the architectual 

drawings to show what changes were made.    

o The location of the garage doors at the rear of the building were 

removed.   

o The walk in cooler  was removed.   

o There will be “double-doors” for the front entry doors.   



o The dentil and cornice detail - Mr. Dawson referenced a photograph 

(#120-124) taken in 2014.   The photograph shows the front of the 

building and the majority of the detail was missing.  The board has 

requested Mr. Dawson to replace those details.  Mr. Dawson 

explained  the detail work was expensive.  He requested to add it 

later once the building was completed.  .  

o Mr. Dawson received an estimate from Ivan Beachy to replace the 

columns.    To replace as currently spec’d it would be 

approximately $600 per column.  If he has to install a more detailed 

column it would be approximately $2000 per column.  If made to do 

the more detailed column it would increase the project by $32,0000. 

He currently is over budget  because of the additional foundation 

work.  Adding the additional costs for the column isn’t feasible at 

this time.   

o Mr. Dawson submitted  a new cut sheet to show a more detailed 

drawing of the windows with trim.  

o Mr. Dawson shared a new photo of the building with gray color on 

on the second story instead of black, and black for the first story (all 

colors are from the pre-approved color pallet). Mr. Dawson already 

has received a certificate of appropriateness for the color scheme.  

− The board members were pleased with the additional exhibits that were provided 

by Mr. Dawson.  Both Mr. Rucker and Ms. Iman were pleased with the color 

scheme, and as long as the colors were from the approved historic color pallet, 

they were okay with the gray and black.  Mr. Boyer was pleased to have his 

questions and concerns answered by Mr. Dawson.  

− Mr. Boyer opened the public hearing for public comments/ concerns/ questions at 

6:58 pm.  

o Mr. Medici shared some of his concerns regarding the detail work that was 

once on the building. He expressed there are other alternatives to having 

those detailed pieces and the cost wouldn’t prohibitive. He also expressed 

his disappointment that the new documents weren’t made available 15 

days before the meeting.  According to the ordinance, it states all 

documentation should be released 15 days prior to the next meeting.  Mr. 

Medici mentioned the application has three different drawings and feels 

the application is not cohesive.  Mr. Medici feels the board is confused 

about which items needed a vote.  Mr. Medici suggested the applicant 

resubmit.   

− Being no further comments or questions the public hearing was closed at 

7:08PM.   



− Mr. Winn motioned, seconded by Mr. Rucker  to approve case number 2020-

0006- 132 N. Chillicothe Street- Request to bring back the front facade, to 

replace doors and windows on the 1st floor to the original design, to replace 

brown metal with black metal on the back of the building. Mr. Rucker indicated 

the approval was for the August 5, 2020 application which included Mr. Beachy's 

detail drawings of the columns and the removal of the rear garage doors and 

walk-in cooler.  Three yes votes, Mr. Boyer voting no and Mr. Dawson abstaining.    

New Business:  

− Case Number 2020-0008- 219 E Main Street- Request to Install a Fence.  

o Ms. Brill gave a summary regarding case number 2020-0008. The 

applicant would like to install a chain-link fence with a wood post at the 

side of the property. The chain-link fence would be 8 ft tall; black with 

wood posts. It would be on the west side of the home and is not visible 

from Main Street or Bigelow Ave. Currently, the property has two white 

vinyl fences. Staff recommends approval of the application with the 

condition that the new fence is a unified style with the existing white vinyl 

fence per Chapter 1183.12 of the Village’s Codified Ordinances 

o Mr. Bryant confirmed the fence would be exactly as the photo (provided as 

an example) with the only difference the wood would be white instead of 

brown. Mr. Rucker questioned the height fence requirement.  Ms. Brill 

stated the 8ft fence was permitted as long as it wasn’t in conflict with the 

site-visabilty or in the front yard. Ms. Iman had a concern regarding the 

two different fences on the property. She stated that in the regulations you 

must have uniformity within the property. Mr. Boyer's original concern was 

the 8ft height, but according to the survey shown in the meeting, he feels 

comfortable due to the location on where the proposed fence will be 

placed. The proposed fence will be concealed and not visible from Main 

Street due to the placement of the existing viynl fence and placement on 

the property.  

o Mr. Winn motioned, seconded by Ms. Iman to approve case number 2020-

0008- 219 E Main Street- Request to Install a Fence. Five yes votes.   

 

− Case Number 2020-0009- 138 W Main Street- Replace Existing Side Door 

o Ms. Brill gave a summary of the application. The existing door measures 

36 inches with two 8-inch glass panels on each side with a 2-inch frame 

around the glass. The door is located on the side of the building, facing 

the alley, and it isn’t visible to Main Street. The new door won’t  

compromise the existing character or architectural style of the building. 

The glass is a natural traditional exterior material, the more contemporary 

framing will help with the longevity of the structure. Staff recommends 



approval of the application as it meets the standards and guidelines 

outlined in Chapter 1327 of the Village’s Codified Ordinances.  

o Mr. Rucker motioned, seconded by Ms. Iman to approve case number 

2020-0009-138 W Main Street- Replace Existing Side Door. Four yes 

votes with Mr. Dawson abstaining.    

 

− Case Number 2020-0010- 138 W Main Street- Exterior Stairs 

o Ms. Brill gave a summary of the application. The new stairs, which would 
be located at the rear of the property, would rise approximately 13’ from 
ground level to the second story with two landings. The stairs are required 
to meet egress code and for the applicant to occupy the second story of 
the building. The stairs will be out of sight from the public right- of- way, 
which should be considered when evaluating the design guidelines for its 
applicability to historic character. Staff recommends approval of the 
application after the material and color of the stairs has been clarified by 
the applicant and with it being in line with the requirements of Chapter 
1327 of the Village Ordinance.  

o Mr. Dawson said he will be using the same company that made the patio 
area fence. The stairs would match the patio fence.    

o Mr. Rucker asked Mr. Adams (Fire Marshall) about changing the location 
of the stairs.  Mr. Adams said he has yet to see the revised plan, but 
assuming nothing has changed from the original plan then it would be 
approved.  Mr. Rucker was concerned if a cover needed to be added to 
the stairs.   Mr. Boyer questioned if the stairs were going to be a straight 
or a switchback since the drawings indicate two different types of stairs. 
Mr. Dawson confirmed it will be a switchback with two landings.  Mr. Boyer 
had concerns about the existing arch/transom window.  Mr. Dawson said 
he doesn’t plan on removing it but it may decrease in size.   

o Mr. Boyer opened the public hearing for public comments/concerns at 
7:32 pm. There being no comment the hearing was closed.   

o Mr. Winn motioned, seconded by Ms. Iman  to approve case #2020-0010- 
138 W Main Street- Exterior Stairs.  Mr. Rucker said the current 
application doesn’t include any decisions regarding the fence or roof and 
the current stairs on the side of the building must stay.  Four yes votes 
with Mr. Dawson abstaining.   
 

Other items to discuss: 

− Mr. Dawson would like to inform the board that he is planning to remove the  
white stone and replace with red brick around the front door of 138 W. Main St.   
Also, he stated that he is planning to submit another application for the fence and 
roof.  

− Ms. Brill informed Mr. Dawson, the application must be submitted by August 10 
to be considered for the August 26 meeting.   

Adjourn Mr. Winn motioned, seconded by Mr. Rucker to adjourn at 7:36 pm.  
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